OKCarz Helps Car Shoppers by Reviewing Various Nissan Models
Central Florida dealership details various used Nissan vehicles
LAKELAND, Fla. (PRWEB) June 15, 2020 -- Those in Central Florida looking for a quality used vehicle will
find the help they need with OKCarz. Based out of central Florida, OKCarz is helping car shoppers by
reviewing various Nissan models. Vehicles included with the review are the used Nissan Versa, Nissan Altima
and Nissan Rogue.
The pre-owned Nissan Versa is an incredibly popular option among used car buyers. Its compact size and
fantastic fuel economy caused demand for the Versa to skyrocket. Its comfortable interior and affordable
pricing also make this sedan a top choice among new drivers and those on a budget. Interested customers that
would like to learn more about the used Nissan Versa can do so here.
As the flagship of the Nissan lineup, the used Nissan Altima doesn’t disappoint. This midsize sedan offers the
perfect balance of power and space. Its sporty appearance and interior help provide a sporty feel and offer
convenience to both the the driver and passengers. Advanced technologies and comfort amenities help add to
the excitement. To learn more about the used Nissan Altima, explore its research page on the OKCarz website.
Lastly, the used Nissan Rogue is a strong contender for families of all sizes. This crossover offers space for up
to five passengers and plenty of cargo. Packed with a diversity of luxuries such as innovative safety features,
modern technologies and a strong powertrain, the pre-owned Nissan Rogue is a favorite. Read more about the
used Nissan Rogue here.
OKCarz is located at 1200 W. Memorial Blvd. in Lakeland, Florida. The dealership also has multiple locations
throughout central Florida, including Orlando, Tampa, St. Petersburg and West Bradenton. Shoppers are
encouraged to contact the Lakeland location at 863-904-2125. Interested customers that would like to learn
more about OKCarz should visit its website at www.okcarz.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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